End-of-Life Liquid Crystal Displays Recycling: Physico-Chemical Properties of Recovered Liquid Crystals
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Abstract: This report focuses particularly on liquid crystals display (LCD) panels because they represent a significant amount of all WEEE collected. Technologies involving liquid crystals (LCs) have enjoyed considerable success since the 1970s in all fields of LC displays (LCDs). This currently provokes the problem of waste generated by such equipment. Based on current statistical data, the LC amount represents approximately 1.3 g for a 35-inch diameter LCD panel unit possessing a total weight of 15 kg. In France, a recent study revealed LCD waste to represent an average of 5.6 panels per household. This represents an important quantity of LCs, which are generally destroyed by incineration or washed out with detergents during the recycling processes of end-of-life (EOL) LCDs. Hence, the aim of this study is to show that it is possible to remove LC molecules from EOL-LCD panels with the goal of valorizing them in new sectors. EOL-LCD panels have undergone various stages of dismantling, chemical treatments and characterization. The first stage of manual dismantling enables the elimination of the remaining physical components of the panels to process LC molecules only, sandwiched between the two glass plates. Mechanical treatment by scraping allows us to obtain a concentrate of LCs. The results obtained from chemical and physical techniques show that these molecules retain the characteristics essential for their operation in the field of optical and electro-optical devices. As the use of LCD surfaces continues to rise significantly, the amounts and economic stakes are huge, fully justifying the development of an LC recovery process for used panels. Many potential uses have been identified for these LC molecules: in new flat LCD panels after purification of the LCs concentrate, in PDLC systems, as lubricants or in thermal applications.
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1. Introduction

In 2003, the European Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive (2002/96/EC) was created, with the main objective of reducing the production of WEEE and requiring the disassembly of all liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with an area over 100 cm² [1]. Because EEE and WEEE may contain hazardous chemicals, they are subject to the provisions of the European RoHS Directive (2002/95/EC) (restriction on the use of certain hazardous substances) [2], which aims to reduce the number of hazardous materials in EEE. In France, these European directives (WEEE and RoHS) were transposed by decree and codified in the Environmental Code in 2005 (2005-829) [3]. Then, they were amended in 2012 (2012-617) and 2014 (2014-928) [4,5]. There are five types of WEEE treatment classified below by order of priority defined by the regulations: preparation for reuse:
reuse of the whole equipment; reuse of parts: reuse of parts or sub-assemblies of the equipment; material recycling: recycling of the material; energy recovery: incineration with energy recovery; disposal: disposal without recovery (landfill, incineration without energy recovery) [6].

Technologies involving liquid crystals (LCs) have enjoyed considerable success since the 1970s in all fields of LCDs. However, the success of technologies involving LCs generates large quantities of LCD waste representing a significant quantity of LC mixtures abandoned in end-of-life (EOL)-LCD panels. A study conducted by the “Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel” (CSA) showed that in 2018, an average waste of 5.6 panels was determined per French household, which is constantly increasing [7].

LCs are organic molecules that exhibit intermediate states between the crystalline solid state characterized by a long-range order and the isotropic liquid, where there is no order [8]. These states are called mesophases [9]. LCs used in LCD panels form a mixture of molecules of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and alkyl, alkoxy, chloro, fluoro or carboxyl chains [10]. Many practical considerations must be met by an LC mixture prior to its use in a display device. The essential behavior of these blends is their sensitivity to an applied electric field. Fluorinated groups bonded to aromatic rings can increase their sensitivity to electric fields [11], i.e., LC molecules switch in response to an electric field in the direction of the passage of light. Conversely, when the electric field is removed, LC molecules are likely to return to their original position due to inherent elastic forces.

LC mixtures destined for display devices should provide a wide operating temperature range, typically between −30 °C and +80 °C, allowing the device to operate in both summer and winter climatic conditions all over the world. The LC mixture should have high chemical, electrochemical and physicochemical stability. It should be stable in air, moisture and against oxidative conditions. These last properties are achieved by adding to the mixture other compounds such as antioxidants, stabilizers and UV stabilizers. Finally, the LC mixtures must have desired refractive indices, dielectric constants, elastic constants and a low viscosity, which allows seeing fast-moving images. For the latter property, a family of phenylcyclohexanes can be chosen with linked alkoxy groups.

As shown in Figure 1, a LCD module consists of multiple layers. Considered as a one-dimensional light source, lamps are often placed linearly on the bottom chassis with reflective sheets. A diffuser plate and a diffuser sheet are mounted over the lamps to generate a uniform distribution of light so that backlights can provide a two-dimensional distribution of light. In addition to spreading light from the lamps, the diffuser plate made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) also functions as a support for holding up diffuser sheets. A prism sheet is used to increase the brightness measured normally to the surface after the light is scattered through the diffuser sheet. Since the light passing through the prism sheet is not polarized, a reflective polarizer is added to recycle light lost to absorption by controlling polarization and reflection [12].
The structure of the LCD central module comprising LCs is shown schematically in Figure 2. LC mixtures are sandwiched between two parallel plates (usually glass), exhibiting a layer thickness varying between 3 and 5 μm. The glass plates are coated on one side by a thin layer of ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) which represents a thickness between 0.1 and 0.3 μm [14]. Indeed, to extract only the LCD panel containing LCs from the whole TV apparatus, various components must be successfully removed, generally by manual operations. For instance, the plastic TV cover shell must be removed by unscrewing the front and rear parts. It should be remembered that there are hundreds of LC compounds currently employed in LCDs, and a typical LCD panel could contain as many as 25 different compounds that are mixed together to form a white, opaque liquid that flows easily. Each of these LC compounds possesses different physical and optical characteristics [15,16].

The use of LCD panels in plate panels of TV or monitors currently provokes the problem of waste treatments generated by such material. Processing technologies, including the recovery of LCs, are rare or under development [17–19]. One of the main procedures of the processing of waste from LCD panels includes manual dismantling of the modules, during which the backlight tubes containing mercury are separated and directed towards specific pathways for processing tubes and discharge lamps [20–23]. Following this procedure, LCs are generally rejected or destroyed by incineration or washing detergents [24]. This seems to be justified by the fact that other materials such as plastics, metals and electronic
components account for more than 90% by weight of all components in a typical LCD panel, while LCs represent less than 0.1%. The LC amount represents approximately 1.3 g for an LCD panel unit with a 35-inch diameter, possessing a total weight of 15 kg [25]. This quantity must be reviewed in the context of a real dismantling project to better understand the economic potential of recycling used LCs. Indeed, if we consider that a large number of EOL-LCD panels will accumulate in waste disposal centers, the overall amount of LC is no longer negligible. Thus, the aim of this work is to investigate the possibility of removing LC molecules from EOL-LCD panels by a simple method and then check for recovery of their physico-chemical and optical properties.

It should be mentioned that economic issues play an important role in developing the industrial recovery of LCs. An adapted product specification must be established on the basis of extended academic research, aiming toward the valorization of recycled LC mixtures.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials: EOL-LCD Panels

The EOL-LCD panels that have been permitted to achieve this study were obtained from the ENVIE2E Company based in the north of France. The business fields of ENVIE2E are recovering, sorting, reusing, recycling and upgrading WEEE and other materials. This paper is based on the treatment of 35 EOL-LCD panels older than five years. These were dismantled manually to recycle LC molecules. Industrial LCD recycling facilities, such as ENVIE2E, must ensure the safety of workers. One of the most important issues during dismantling is the presence of mercury in the old tubes used as light sources. The dismantling process is carried out in a controlled atmosphere (fume cupboards) coupled with a filtration system, allowing the capture of volatile species using activated carbon. Authorized companies carry out the regeneration of the activated carbon in order to analyze the captured species that may contribute to environmental pollution. In addition, the operators wear personal protective equipment adapted to their work (safety shoes and glasses, helmet, gloves, etc.).

2.2. Extraction of LCs from EOL-LCD Panels

In order to extract only the LCD panel containing LCs from the whole TV apparatus, various components were successively removed following a specific order by manual operations (Figure 3). The plastic TV cover shell was removed by unscrewing the front and rear parts. During disassembly, there is no danger of damaging the backlight tubes incorporating mercury since they are fixed at the rear plastic plates. The LCs sandwiched between the two ITO-coated glass plates could thus be removed before reaching backlight tubes. The processing of these tubes and polymers and the recovery of other parts will not be discussed in this report.

The sandwiched glass plates were first manually opened using a scalpel or spatula (Figure 3a) to separate them (Figure 3b). This step allows access to the LC mixtures (Figure 3c,d), which show translucent and slightly viscous aspects. To extract all LCs from the glass supports, a plastic squeegee was used on the whole glass surface of the plates to scrape LCs molecules (Figure 3c). This operation was repeated several times to ensure optimal extraction after a visual check (Figure 3d). The thickness of each LCD screen, comprised of the two glass substrates and the LC layer, was measured with a mechanical micrometer. Thicknesses of the LC layer were deduced from the subtraction of the thickness of the glass plates from the total value of the LCD screen, yielding values between 3 and 5 µm.

Thus, the obtained LCs were ready to be analyzed by several physico-chemical and optical techniques.
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Figure 3. The opening stages of an LCD panel giving access to LCs. (a,b) Manual opening of the sandwiched glass plates using a scalpel. (c) Separation of the two glass plates, on the left-hand side, front of the panel consisting of color filters and black matrix; on the right-hand side, back side. (d) Collected LCs molecules with translucent and slightly viscous aspects.

2.3. Characterization Techniques

To ensure that the physico-chemical and optical characteristics of LCs are maintained despite the age and the treatment applied on EOL-LCD panels, characterization studies were carried out on the extracted products. This report focuses on the results of four individual EOL-LCD panels, but several characterizations realized on other samples provided the same conclusion [26]: A (diagonal size 31 inches), B (27 inches), C (26 inches) and D (32 inches). Each capital letter (A to D) represents a different manufacturer. All samples were treated in the same manner to proceed to the extraction of LC mixtures.

2.3.1. Determination of Molecular Structures by FTIR, 1H NMR and GC-MS

Chemical structures of the LCs molecules were obtained using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopies, and gas chromatography coupled with mass spectroscopy (GC-MS). FTIR spectra were recorded in the transmission mode using a Perkin Elmer Frontier model. The number of accumulated scans was 16, with a spectral resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. 1H NMR spectra were recorded using an FT-NMR (300 MHz) Bruker instrument with Tetramethylsilane as the internal standard at room temperature in CDCl₃. The recovered LC mixtures were dried at 70 °C in a vacuum oven and analyzed by GC-MS. The GC chromatograms and their associated mass spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Clarus 680 gas chromatograph coupled with a Clarus 600T mass detector (PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT, USA). A fused silica capillary column (Elite-5 (5% Diphenyl) Dimethylpolysiloxane, 30 m × 0.53 mm (internal diameter), film thickness 0.5 μm; temperature of the column 70 °C) was employed. The mass spectrometer was equipped with an electronic ionization (EI) source and a quadrupole mass analyzer (QSM). The injector temperature was 300 °C, and a 10 μL syringe was used for injections of 0.2 μL. Helium was the carrier gas, applying a constant flow of 1.5 mL/min. The ion source
and interface temperatures were maintained at 180 and 300 °C, respectively. The furnace temperature was held for 15 min at 70 °C, then raised to 150 °C with a rate of 20 °C/min followed by an isotherm of 10 min, then increased to 240 °C followed by an isotherm of 10 min. The retention times ($t_R$) were determined for each separated molecule.

2.3.2. Determination of Thermal and Optical Properties

Thermal and optical properties of LC mixtures extracted from EOL-LCD panels were examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), polarized optical microscopy (POM) and thermo gravimetrical analysis (TGA). DSC experiments were carried out using a Pyris Diamond DSC calorimeter at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under continuous nitrogen flow. The sample weight was approximately 7 mg, and the data were evaluated from the second heating ramps. The thermo-microscopy studies were performed on a POM Olympus BX41 equipped with a digital camera conjugated with a PC. The system comprises a Linkam heating/cooling stage LTS 350 together with a temperature-controlling unit TMS 94. The temperature was increased in a stepwise manner, the typical size of one step being generally 2 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted on a TA Instruments Q5000 based on a heating rate of 10 °C/min from $T = 20$ °C to $T = 600$ °C, under continuous air flow with a sample weight of about 15 mg.

3. Results and Discussions

Since LCD screens contain various amounts of different unknown LC molecules (and others), and these LC mixtures were developed as a function of specific applications, it was not appropriate to investigate original commercial LC mixtures in order to compare their physico-chemical properties with those from the collected EOL-LC mixtures.

3.1. Mass Balance of Extracted LCs

The results from the mass balance of LCs recovered by scraping are presented in Figure 4. High dispersion of data was observed, and limited amounts of less than 1 g per panel for two reasons. The first concerns the status of approved monitors on the dismantling site. Many panels were found in a state of mechanical damage (crack, breakage of the glass panel, LC exposed to atmosphere). This degradation involves lower LC extracting from surfaces than expected. In addition, as the LCs are in the form of flowable gel, logistic and handling operations could cause them to be lost. Secondly, the efficiency of recovery depends on how the surface of the glass plate of the LCD panel was scratched: more or less strong in an area or several times in the same area. Thus, transport operations for EOL-LCDs must take into account their fragility. Similarly, recovery techniques must be implemented with an efficient process. This last point has been investigated in this report [27].

To conduct a detailed characterization of LCs from these EOL-LCD panels, a selection of four undamaged panels with good general status was conducted (Table 1). The results of this selection show that the LCs mass increases with the size of the panel. Not surprisingly, the largest mass was obtained with panel C having a diagonal of 81.2 cm (32 inches), and the lowest amount corresponded to panel D with a diagonal of 58.4 cm (23 inches). Secondly, in theory, a panel exhibiting a diagonal of 32 inches corresponds to a total amount of 1.2 g of LCs if one considers an LC layer thickness corresponding to 5 µm [12]. It appears that the quantity of extracted LCs was lower than the theoretical one but better than in the case of damaged panels. Thus, the extraction yield reached approximately 70–80% of the theoretical value.
Figure 4. Weight of LCs mixtures extracted manually from 31 EOL-LCD panels.

Table 1. Amount of LCs mixtures extracted from selected EOL-LCD panels A, B, C and D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (inch) of the LCD panel</th>
<th>D-LCs</th>
<th>B-LCs</th>
<th>A-LCs</th>
<th>C-LCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>347.6</td>
<td>575.4</td>
<td>754.8</td>
<td>873.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Chemical Characterization of LCs Mixtures

FTIR spectroscopy provides detailed information regarding the assignment distributions of specific functional groups of LCs extracted from EOL-LCD panels (Figure 5).

Figure 5. FTIR results from LC mixtures of LCDs A, B, C and D.
3.2.1. Identification of Aromatic Groups and Possible Substitutions

For all LCs molecules stretching vibration bands characteristic of aromatic C–H (small peaks of around 3020 and 3060 cm$^{-1}$) and C=C (peaks at 1470, 1510 and 1625 cm$^{-1}$), bonds were detected. Detailed investigation of the 700–800 cm$^{-1}$ band also provided some information regarding the substitutions on the aromatic cores. In the case of A-LCs, the existence of some bands at 720 and 793 cm$^{-1}$ indicated that the aromatic cores were, respectively, mono- and para-disubstituted. This was also the case for the D-LCs illustrated by the vibration at 759 cm$^{-1}$ (mono-substituted) and 789–862 cm$^{-1}$ (para-disubstituted). The B-LCs contained ortho- (758 cm$^{-1}$) and para- (790–850 cm$^{-1}$) disubstituted aromatic products. Finally, C-LCs were characterized by some bands at 734 cm$^{-1}$ (mono-substituted), 742 cm$^{-1}$ (ortho-disubstituted) and a pronounced peak at 821 cm$^{-1}$ (para-disubstituted).

3.2.2. Alkyl and Alkane Groups

The presence of methyl groups was illustrated by some bands around 1255–1295 cm$^{-1}$ (for all LCs), 1390 cm$^{-1}$ (A- and B-LCs) and 2943 cm$^{-1}$ (for all LCs). The existence of methylene groups was indicated by some vibration bands at 2850 and 2916 cm$^{-1}$ (for all LCs). Alkane chains (RCH$_2$CH$_3$) were characterized by stretching vibrations around 1370–1390 cm$^{-1}$ and a band at 1450 cm$^{-1}$.

3.2.3. Aliphatic Group Associated with Specific Chemical Bonds

The products were characterized by strong bands at 1050 cm$^{-1}$ (B-LCs, C-LCs and D-LCs) and 1070 cm$^{-1}$ (A-LCs), which correspond to the ether function (R-O-R). Some bands seem to indicate the presence of fluorinated bonds. These appear at 1120–1160 cm$^{-1}$ (C-F) and 1170–1200 cm$^{-1}$ (C-F$_3$). Additionally, B-LC$_2$, C-LC$_2$ and D-LC-mixtures were characterized by a peak at 1580 cm$^{-1}$, indicating the presence of an N-H bond. The peak at 1760 cm$^{-1}$ was easily distinguishable in the case of B-LCs and D-LCs products but weakly pronounced for A-LCs. This band is characteristic of a C=O bond stretching vibration, which indicates the presence of ester groups. This C=O bond is usually associated with another oxygen to build an ester of the formula R-COO-R'. In this structure, the R' part is often susceptible to carry the dipole moment of the LC molecule. Finally, the A-LC products showed a weak peak at 2221 cm$^{-1}$, probably corresponding to the presence of a C≡N bond.

The FTIR results corroborated $^1$H-NMR (Figure 6) and GC-MS (Figure 7) data. Indeed, despite the complexity and the high number of individual molecules in the mixtures used for LCD applications [28], qualitative analysis of spectra allowed us to identify the principal chemical structures of the extracted LCs. Common chemical groups were found for all products. Aromatic (Ar) rings corresponded to chemical shifts in the region of 7.7–6.6 ppm. The other common groups were “R-CH$_2$O-Ar” (4.2 ppm), “CH$_3$-O-Ar” (3.8 ppm), “CH$_2$-Ar” (2.2 ppm) and aliphatic groups (3–0.7 ppm). However, the “-HC=CH-” group (5.8, 4.8 ppm), observed for A-, B- and D-LCs, was absent in the C-LC sample.

The results of FTIR and $^1$H NMR analysis are summarized in Table 2. Many LCs generally present several common characteristics. LCs are polarizable molecules consisting of a rigid core unit, flexible ends and polar groups. The flexible alkyl chains reduce the melting point, and the mesogenic rigid cores and polar groups provide the anisotropy necessary for the formation of LC phases. Almost all LC molecules contain two or more phenyl rings linked by –COO, –C=C– and other groups, with various flexible terminal groups and a polar end-group (–CN, –NC and F) [28]. Indeed, the samples consist of chemical groups which correspond to a rigid core (aromatic rings), flexible chains (alkyl, alkane, methylene) or polar groups (presence of O, N, F). The presence of different polar groups in these products extracted from EOL-LCD panels responds to the fact that the design of LC molecules must take into account the relative dipole moment and the position of polar groups within the molecule, the overall molecular polarizability and the presence of any stereogenic centers [29].
Figure 6. $^1$H-NMR results from LC mixtures of EOL-LCD A, B, C and D.

Figure 7. GC results from LC mixtures of EOL-LCD A and C.
Table 2. Correspondence between general LC characteristics and results from FTIR and \(^1\)H NMR analysis of EOL-LCDs A, B, C and D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC Characteristics</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rigid core Mono-, para-substituted</td>
<td>CH3-...CH2-...-HC=CH-</td>
<td>CH3-...CH2-...-HC=CH-</td>
<td>CH3-...CH2-...-HC=CH-</td>
<td>CH3-...CH2-...-HC=CH-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible chains Mono-, para-, ortho-substituted</td>
<td>R...CH2...CH3</td>
<td>R...CH2...CH3</td>
<td>R...CH2...CH3</td>
<td>R...CH2...CH3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar groups</td>
<td>C≡N, C-O, C-F/C-F3, C=O</td>
<td>C-O, C-F/C-F3, C=O</td>
<td>C-O, C-F/C-F3, C=O</td>
<td>C-O, C-F/C-F3, C=O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows the GC chromatograms obtained from two representative LC mixtures, A and C. Each peak corresponds to the presence of molecules in the analyzed samples. Applying the mass spectroscopy database, these peaks could be identified. Table 3 gathers some of the main LC components found in the studied mixtures. The chemical structures of these molecules show mainly aromatic rings, polar groups as well as alkyl chains, thus corroborating the typical structure of nematic LCs possessing permanent dipole moments. The presence of fluorine was detected in these LC molecules, as already observed by FTIR and NMR analysis. Other molecules that do not present a typical LC structure were also identified, i.e., 1-Chloro-4-(4-methyl-4-pentenyl) benzene (\(t_R = 18\) min), 4-Biphenylol diphenyl phosphate (\(t_R = 19.05\) min) and Triphenyl phosphate (\(t_R = 23.9\) min).

Table 3. Assignment of some peaks corresponding to LC molecules of GC chromatograms obtained from LC mixtures A and C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retention Time (min)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>4-ethyl-4′-(4-(trifluoromethoxy) phenyl)-1,1′-bi(cyclohexane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.46</td>
<td>4-butoxy-2,3-dicyanophenyl 4-((1R,4r)-4-ethylcyclohexyl) benzoate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.17</td>
<td>4′-propyl-bicyclohexyl-4-carboxylic acid 4-fluorophenyl ester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Mesomorphic Properties

DSC thermograms and some selected POM micrographs showing LC morphologies are presented in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. These were obtained during the first heating ramp. The only thermal phenomenon detected during DSC analysis between 20 °C and 100 °C was the nematic to isotropic transition. Data show that the nematic to isotropic transition temperatures (T_{NI}) increase according to the following order: A (67.5 °C), B (69 °C), D (72 °C) and C (80.8 °C). Distinct changes of T_{NI} were observed in Figure 8, related to a large number of LC molecules with various chemical structures, which are present in EOL-LCD screens. These LCD screens originated from different manufacturers, were fabricated at varied production dates and presented distinct dimensions. Each manufacturer uses a specific original LC mixture according to the type of screen and the technology to be developed. DSC results were found to be reasonably consistent with the findings from POM observations. Upon further heating above T_{NI}, the compounds reach the isotropic state, and the field of view turns into a transparent state. Thus, the extracted samples exhibited stable LC behavior with different mesomorphic temperature ranges.

Figure 9 shows micrographs obtained from three different temperatures for each sample: (1) at room temperature around 25 °C corresponding to the nematic state, (2) at a temperature at the beginning of the transition between nematic and isotropic states (or clearing point) and finally, (3) at a temperature in the isotropic phase. LC morphologies of
these samples are different from each other. Thus, in addition to the changes in $T_{NI}$, the range of clearing points is different according to each sample (see Table 4). Among these four samples, C-LCs exhibited the widest mesomorphic temperature range and the highest clearing point, but its mesophase textures were poorly organized with less developed Schlieren texture. This seems to be consistent with the chemical structures observed for this sample. Indeed, in the C-LC mixture, “-HC=CH-” and “C=O” (or C≡N) bonds were not detected. The different chemical groups play an important role in influencing the mesomorphic behavior of LCs since they facilitate the formation of mesophases. Some authors indicate, for instance, that the alkoxy terminal groups can increase clearing points or promote the mesophase state of some organic molecules, whereas the absence of this group in the same alkyl chain decreases this mesomorphic state [30]. The chemical composition of these mixtures considerably influences their morphologies obtained by POM.

Table 4. Mesomorphic and thermal properties of LCs extracted from LC mixtures of EOL-LCDs A, B, C and D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$T_{NI}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>Clearing Point Range $T$ ($^\circ$C) [ΔT]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>65.8–72 [6.2 °C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70.8–73.4 [2.6 °C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>79–88.2 [9.2 °C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72.2–74 [1.8 °C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. DSC results from LC mixtures of EOL-LCDs A, B, C and D.
3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis

Results from TGA analysis of the LC mixtures in an oxidative atmosphere (air) are shown in Figure 10, from which it can be concluded that all compounds have good thermal stability up to 150 °C in the presence of oxygen. Three of these samples, A, B and D, exhibit the same thermal behavior with only one degradation step around 150 °C. Sample C shows two degradation steps, the first at 150 °C identical to the previous three cases and the second at 250 °C characterized by a low slip.
3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis

Results from TGA analysis of the LC mixtures in an oxidative atmosphere (air) are shown in Figure 10, from which it can be concluded that all compounds have good thermal stability up to 150 °C in the presence of oxygen. Three of these samples, A, B and D, exhibit the same thermal behavior with only one degradation step around 150 °C. Sample C shows two degradation steps, the first at 150 °C identical to the previous three cases and the second at 250 °C characterized by a low slip.

3.5. Economic Interest of Extracted LCs

An economic balance was established to estimate the financial profitability of the recovery of LCs extracted from EOL-LCD panels. This calculation was based on 2500 tons of panels per year or 680 panels per day for 220 working days per year. This number corresponds to a rate of 97 panels per hour (one panel in 37 s) for a working week of five days and seven hours of daily activity. The calculation also considered the panel size, which is required for the estimation of LCs quantities to be extracted. The most representative size of LCD panels in the current EOF-LCD waste stream is 35 inches.

3.5.1. Evaluation of the Amount of Liquid Crystals

The weight of the LC residues depends on the space between the two plates of glass or the thickness \((d)\) of LCs in the layers. This thickness can vary between 3 µm and 5 µm. LCs are distributed over the entire inner face of the glass plate (active area, \(S\)). Finally, the specific gravity \((\mu)\) of the LCs varies from 0.97 to 1 g/cm\(^3\). Hence, the following simple formula provides the theoretical mass of LCs:

\[
\text{Mass of extracted LCs (g)} = T \times S \times d. \tag{1}
\]

The expected quantities of LCs are provided in Table 5. Applying a 60% recovery rate for a manual process, 678 g of LC material can be obtained considering 680 panels of 35-inch diameter per day. The recovery techniques must be implemented as an efficient process.

Table 5. Evaluation of mass of extracted LC from EOL-LCD (panels of 35-inch diameter).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC Interlayer Thickness</th>
<th>3 µm</th>
<th>4 µm</th>
<th>5 µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>1 g/cm(^3)</td>
<td>1 g/cm(^3)</td>
<td>1 g/cm(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical mass (one panel)</td>
<td>1.01 g</td>
<td>1.35 g</td>
<td>1.69 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« Real » mass (one panel, for 60% of recovery rate)</td>
<td>0.61 g</td>
<td>0.81 g</td>
<td>1.01 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total per day (680 panels)</td>
<td>415 g</td>
<td>551 g</td>
<td>678 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.2. Economic Benefits and Reuse Fields

The average price of LC mixtures sold for LCD applications varies between EUR 10 per gram and approximately EUR 100 per gram in the current market. As the use of LCDs continues to rise significantly, the economic stakes are huge, fully justifying the development of a LC recovery process. The LCs extracted from EOL-LCD panels have many potential uses:

(a) LCD flat panels

The extracted molecule LCs can be recycled in the production of LCD flat panels if their original electro-optical properties are maintained. It is conceivable in this case to separate and purify the LC molecules in order to increase the recovery profitability. For example, the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) has recovered and reused 100 tons of LC in order to assist Taiwanese LCD developers [18].

(b) Their use in PDLC systems

Purified LC molecules from EOL-LCD panels can be integrated into PDLC systems (Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystals). By making a suitable choice of components of the mixture, it is possible to obtain a transparent film when the system is subjected to a sufficient electric voltage (“on” state) and opaque in the absence of voltage (“off” state). These materials are of interest for their many applications, especially in the field of electroactive glazing and display devices [31–34].

(c) LCs recycled as lubricants

Recent studies conducted at the Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials (IMM) in Freiburg, Germany, have provided surprising results. While the friction force remains constant with oil, when using an LC layer, the friction forces start to decrease to almost zero after a certain time [35,36]. This application opens new perspectives for using LCs, whose use was mainly oriented in the electronics and telecommunications fields. Moreover, it would appear that the use of lower-quality LCs is as effective as using pure LCs in LCD panels.

(d) Recycled liquid crystals and thermal effects (thermochromic molecules)

The majority of LC applications utilize their sensitivity to temperature. Extracted LCs could also be used in temperature indicators (food packaging, medical sector), document security domains (passports, banknotes, designer clothes labels), battery testers and other voltage measuring devices, medical thermography, detection of radiation and thermal mapping.

4. Conclusions

EOL-LCD panels contain several valuable materials such as plastics, metals and electronics that account for more than 90% by weight of all components of LCD panels. Even if LC molecules represent less than 0.1% of all components by weight, their extraction and the possibility of introducing them in new processes have gained real technological and ecological interest. Indeed, this work presents the possibility of removing LC molecules from EOL-LCDs by a simple mechanical method without the use of organic solvents. The results show that all extracted LCs retain good optical, chemical and physical properties despite the aging effects of the panels. The residue of LCs obtained from mechanical extraction seems to be a good candidate material for further optical and electro-optical applications. A high degree of purity of the extracted LC molecules was observed, principally by NMR analysis, revealing the presence of chemical groups typical of nematic LC structures. Moreover, POM and DSC studies also corroborate the findings of NMR. In particular, only one nematic isotropic phase transition was found, indicating the existence of a homogeneous LC phase.

One of the aims of this work was to enhance the yield of collected LC molecules from used panels, purifying these products and looking forward to finding some interesting applications. These LC molecules might be found in new flat LCD panels after the
purification of LC concentrate, in polymer/LC systems, in thermal applications, i.e., as temperature indicators, or they are used as lubricant to decrease friction forces. In order to bridge the gap between academic studies and industrial applications, continuous research and development work must be performed for all cases mentioned here. Studies will be undertaken in our laboratory to further investigate the challenging issue of reusing recycled LCs as mixtures.
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